BEYOND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE:
How banks can use Advanced Analytics to win in the experience era

Banks who
win in the
experience era
will move from
asking
“what happened”
to
“what’s next”

Turning crisis into opportunity
Basic analytics commonly referred to as Business Intelligence tools
are must have’s for banks. Using mostly structured data they give us
a clearer picture of what has transpired. Business users can manually
generate reports that allow them intelligence around what has
happened regarding their function. This data is mostly used for the
purposes of reporting and planning. This is not an insignificant thing.
One of the most powerful automation states businesses go through is
moving from “What data can I trust?” to “This is what happened.”
Banks going through a climate of increasing pressures of compliance,
depressed interest rates and a general economic environment
characterized by volatility and uncertainty invested in Business
Intelligence. Getting a single source of truth allowed their decision
makers to understand the fundamentals of their business better,
lower risk, and plan for profitable growth.
However these same banks are now under threat from six different
areas: Banks that have smartly invested in technology, credit card
providers, new FinTech fuelled payment providers, social media
networks, Retail and Telco’s are all muscling onto their turf, with the
involved digital customer helping creating mega brands in years what
used to take established banks decades to achieve. While we here at
InfoTech firmly believe Volatility and uncertainty is the new normal,

even by digital age standards the challenges banks face are myriad
and daunting.
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As first and foremost purveyors of technology and brilliantly built
solutions that remove constraints to customer growth we believe that
this crisis is an opportunity. Not since the years of core banking
automation and process engineering that allowed early adopters to
pull away, have banks had the opportunity that a confluence of
technological advances and market conditions present to seize a
serious and consistent competitive advantage over their rivals.
Banks that use Advanced Analytics to understand the customer
journey and the coming experience era and use it to leverage digital
channels, enable a faster time to market for relevant services, thus
realizing greater profitable growth will thrive in this era.

Welcome to the new battlefield
Gartner predicts that by 2016 89% of the companies expect to
compete on customer experience. This is because the customer has
slipped out of the traditional funnel model. While previously you could
carefully nurture him through from discovery to opening of account,
and upsell and cross sell based on legacy behavior models he now
has a wealth of information at his fingertips and is consistently
evaluating his options. This is the reason that the digital consumer is
much more likely to switch banks or have multiple banks to service
his financial needs.
Only knowing the customer journey intimately can help banks
strategize in this era. Smart banks will know where automation is
needed and possible for customer ease and to delight him. They will
be able to personalize the experience for him and personalize the
options to him on services that he needs and responds to. Contextual
interaction will allow these banks to guide the customer via
successful cross selling and upselling and partner innovatively and
boldly with the right cross industry partnerships to further cement his
loyalty.
Tools that enable advanced analytics to help banks win their most
critical competitive battles in the digital era are already here. But
before we talk further about why banks need Advanced Analytics let’s
defines what Advanced Analytics are.

What are Advanced Analytics?
Business Intelligence, which has so far been the focus of banks, is an
important part of Analytics that tells you what happened. Advanced
Analytics on the other hand tell you what will happen. For this they
use a deeper and more granular analysis of data from a wider
amount of sources many of which are semi structured or
Unstructured.
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Business intelligence deals with structured data hence querying and
reporting are the chief ways for analysis that are often configured
through dashboards for viewing by business users. Advanced
analytics however requires data scientists with niche skill sets in
algorithms, data visualization, data mining, statistical modeling etc.

and require more cutting edge techniques like multimedia analytics,
predictive analytics and descriptive modeling.
Advanced analytics operationalized well with the right technologies,
tools, platforms and techniques can recognize patterns and predict
future outcomes traditional business intelligence cannot. This allows
them to answer questions like “Why is this happening” and “What will
happen?” and even “What is the best that can happen.”
Theoretically Advanced Analytics can also be prescriptive and reach
the next level of answering “What should I do?” creating a world of
real time automated decision making. However we feel Consumer
Retail is the area that will benefit earliest and most from this. In
banking Advanced Analytics have greatest benefit in understanding
the customer journey in an omnichannel world and to smartly
augment decision making governance, so his or her experience with
the bank delightful.

Advanced Analytics in banks
Advanced analytics help build models that can be applied for decision
making that have direct hard hitting business benefits. Because of
their ability to model customer behavior and predict propensity, they
are mostly used by early adopters for consumer behavior modeling to
affect customer behavior. This usually runs the entire gamut from
customer acquisition to cross selling, upselling and retention but don’t

stop there. For banks advanced analytics can directly impact
competitiveness, profitability and growth objectives as well as ensure
the success of compliance and risk management initiatives.
There is simply no escaping the fact that all modern banking priorities
require advanced analytics. It is the only way to move from
capitalizing on an opportunity that a customer presents to creating the
opportunity that a customer can’t say no to. That is the new normal
for a winning bank. Specifically a recent report by Celent sees six key
areas banks are using or planning to use analytics in:

Strategy: The key pillars for building a banking strategy like
forecasting, iterative operations efficiencies, risk analysis, financial
modeling for various scenarios, product mix and features optimization
for customer retention, profitability and growth are all enhanced by
Advanced Analytics.
Customer Insight: Moving beyond demographics Advanced Analytics
can use psychographics for powerful insights that can be used for
customer targeting. Marital status, age, disposable income etc can be
overlaid with trend setter, tech savvy, practical or traditional and
similar roles for extreme customer segmentation resulting in much
higher customer engagement and response rates.
Customer Experience: Personalization and contextualization are the
buzz words in customer experience management but you need
Advanced Analytics to deliver them. A digital bank should deliver an
experience tailor made for the customer that adapts to his behavior. A
wide variety of historical data and profiling is then melded with
situational data based on a customer’s digital behavior to achieve
this.
Channel Operations: Performance analysis is the key to Channel
management. How is the product mix performing, in which channel,
and what are the related profitability and customer satisfaction levels?
Advanced analytics allow you to constantly fine tune these and
carefully match offers to customers. You then observe responses,
allowing you to build rules of thumb for designing better offers faster.

Marketing: Advanced Analytics in marketing need to be understood in
the broader context of banking in the digital age. Banks that are stuck
in the pre-digital stance of “Our business is to manage our customer’s
money using products we offer them” are waiting to be wiped out by
banks who understand that a flexible accessible relationship with the
customer is necessary and their job is only to serve customer needs.
Putting the customer instead of products at the center means banks
needs to move away from campaign based marketing to using
insights generated by advanced analytics to identify, create and close
opportunities in real time.
Risk management: Advanced Analytics’ ability for deeper pattern
recognition across structured and unstructured data is a revolution in
risk management. Risk models that have significantly higher
predictive powers can now be built. This has implications for all risk
management initiatives for a bank across fraud, expected loss
scenarios, Anti Money laundering and even in pricing decisions for
products as they relate to default. In this era of higher penalties,
stricter regulation and catastrophic risks to brand reputation, having
an Advanced Analytics capability cannot be over stated.

Conclusion
While banks are no strangers to Analytics because of their
investments in Business Intelligence they are entering an age of
unprecedented competition and disruption, the experience era, which

will require new tools to compete. Banks that gain Advanced
Analytics capabilities will make full use of the data at their disposal.
Using that capability to move their banks from a product based
stance to one that has the customer at the center will allow them to
deliver on their strategic priorities and improve fundamentals across
the board. Advanced Analytics is the single greatest weapon
available to banks to win in the digital age. The question is will they or
their competitors operationalize it first and win?
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